Tennis Courts Reservation

As of July 1st, 2014, reservations for Tennis Courts at AUB will be as follows:

I. For AUB users, please go to the following link and follow the below steps:
   - Tennis Court TC1
   - Tennis Court TC2
   - Tennis Court TC3
   - Tennis Court TC4
1. Kindly make your online reservation request from Monday-Friday of every week. Your name is to be indicated in the “description” of your online request.
2. Your request will be either approved or rejected based on availability (first come first serve).
3. Prior to accessing the court, payment should be made at the point of sale at CHSC. Payments must cover all involved court users (requesters and guests).
4. The court supervisor will allow access to users only upon presenting payment receipt (non-members) or IDs (students and members) – even if the reservation is approved.
5. Users are not allowed to occupy the court beyond the reservation time.

II. For non-AUB users:

1. Please send an email to chsc@aub.edu.lb from Monday-Friday of every week. Any email received beyond these days will not be taken into consideration.
2. A confirmation email will be sent to you based on the courts’ availability (first come first serve).
3. Prior to accessing the court, payment should be made at the point of sale at CHSC. Payments must cover all involved court users (requesters and guests).
4. The court supervisor will allow access to users only upon presenting payment receipt (non-members) or IDs (students and members) – even if the reservation is approved.
5. Users are not allowed to occupy the court beyond the reservation time.